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What is the Great Lakes Legacy Act?

The Great Lakes Legacy Act (GLLA) 
provides a process for the identification, 
evaluation, funding, selection and 
implementation of remedies at sediment 
sites in the Great Lakes Watershed. 

- Primarily focused on areas of concern (AOC)

- Based on one or more beneficial use impairments



U.S. Great Lakes Areas of Concern



GLLA Has Been Authorized at Between $50 Million 
and $300 Million Per Year Since the Early 2000s

- Typically, but not always, appropriations match the 
authorized amount

- As of 2022, approximately $750 million from EPA 
has been spent under the GLLA



Why is the GLLA Approach a Model for 
Sediment Remedy Success?

- Provides non-recoverable federal funding for 
35-50% of remedial costs

- The federal share is not Superfund money!
- It can not be recovered via CERCLA
- The non-federal share may be recoverable 

pursuant to CERCLA, subject to typical cost 
recovery requirements and limitations



Creates an Aligned Partnership Between 
EPA and Non-Federal Sponsor

- Everyone is spending their own funds
- There are mutual benefits to being cost-effective and 

creative
- Less structured process with limited bureaucracy



“You all have a common objective to get the work done right, to 
get it done quickly, and to get it done cost effectively. And with 
the government contributing a substantial amount for the project, 
it seems to catalyze the groups to move quickly, to cooperate, 
and to act very collaboratively... any time you speed up the 
process you save money.”

- John Morris, Honeywell International, Inc. 



Creates a More Equitable Process

- The EPA share of costs reflects a societal 
contribution to the clean up rather than 
“a polluter pays all”

- Looks at larger picture benefits because of the 
focus on beneficial use impairments



Much Faster to Implement

- Remediation at a faster pace = Benefits much 
sooner 

- More driven by outcomes than process



Examples

- Buffalo River
- AOC was the lower 5-6 miles and is in 

process of delisting

- 18 Mile Creek
- Does not qualify for GLLA funding and 

limited activity to date



Some Issues to be Considered

- No AOC or consent decree
- A contract with EPA

- No release of liability 
- Look at alternatives

- Can help address natural resource damage claims
- Public participation and state involvement
- Make sure you can establish NCP compliance for 

recovery of non-federal share



There is a Sediment Remedy Model That Works 
Much Better (By Just About Every Measure) Than 
Superfund

- Let’s look for opportunities to learn from GLLA 
and expedite quality, cost-effective remedial 
programs at complex sediment sites



Questions?



Thank you!
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